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In McDonald v. Chicago,1 the Supreme Court will consider 
whether the Second Amendment right of armed self-defense 
found in District of Columbia v. Heller2 applies to states 

under the Fourteenth Amendment. Signifi cantly, the question 
presented3 addresses not only the Due Process Clause, but also 
the Privileges or Immunities Clause, which has lain mostly 
dormant since the Slaughterhouse Cases in 1873.4 Whether 
armed self-defense is a privilege of citizens of the United States 
is, of course, an important question. But more fundamental 
is why, exactly, particular rights count as privileges of citizens 
of the United States. Many diff erent answers might be used 
to strike down Chicago’s gun ban, but with very diff erent 
implications for other cases. Th ere are four main possible reasons 
armed self-defense might count as a privilege of citizens of the 
United States: such a right (a) is in the Bill of Rights, (b) was 
traditionally respected in 1868, (c) is generally respected today, 
or (d) is a natural right. Even if these four questions—“Is it in 
the Bill of Rights?” “Was it widely respected in 1868?” “Is it 
widely respected today?” and “Is it a natural right?”—all produce 
a “yes” for armed self-defense, they will certainly diverge in other 
cases, because not all traditional liberties are listed in the Bill 
of Rights, the American tradition of civil liberty has changed 
between 1868 and today, and neither the Bill of Rights nor our 
traditions track natural rights perfectly.

I. Meaning v. Application, Analytic v. Synthetic

Recent originalist constitutional theory has repeatedly 
distinguished the original meaning expressed by the constitutional 
text—i.e., the constitutional categories that, as part of “this 
Constitution,” bind those under the Article VI oath5—from 
originally-intended or originally-understood application—i.e., 
the set of tangible outcomes falling under those categories, 
which are not binding, but off er merely persuasive authority.6 
If this emphasis on original meaning is right, then originalists 
can and must admit that Fourteenth-Amendment founders 
like John Bingham or Jacob Howard could, in principle, be 
wrong about the application of the Fourteenth Amendment, 
even though they could not, except in very odd circumstances,7 
be wrong about the meaning expressed by the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s language. Put another way, the founders’ analytic 
judgments—judgments true in virtue only of the meaning 
of their language—are binding, but the founders’ synthetic 
judgments—judgments true in part because of how the world 
is—are not.8 An analytic judgment is like “all bachelors are 
unmarried” or “all cars are vehicles,” but synthetic judgments 
are like “there are no bachelors on the Supreme Court” or “there 
are over two million cars in Mississippi.” Building cars does not 

change the meaning of “car,” but it can change the partly-fact-
based application of the phrase “the cars in Mississippi.” Justice 
Souter’s retirement did not change the meaning of “bachelor,” 
but it does change the partly-fact-based application of the phrase 
“the bachelors on the Supreme Court.”

A simple example of founders’ non-binding mistaken 
synthetic constitutional judgments is Article I, section 2, 
which apportions representatives “according to their respective 
Numbers.” Until the fi rst census, however, the Constitution had 
an interim rule, obviously refl ecting the Founders’ judgments 
of states’ relative populations and expectations for the fi rst 
census. As it turns out, the founders mistook the relative 
populations of North Carolina and Maryland—the interim 
rule gave North Carolina 5 representatives and Maryland 6 for 
the fi rst two Congresses, but after the census North Carolina 
received 10 representatives and Maryland 8.9 Obviously, the 
meaning expressed in the constitutional text—“according 
to their respective Numbers”—is binding, not the expected 
application.

Because the Founders’ synthetic judgments are defeasible, 
it is not enough simply to examine whether the Founders of the 
Fourteenth Amendment thought that armed self-defense was a 
privilege of citizens of the United States.10 Th at sort of evidence 
is important, but it is not, strictly speaking, conclusive. We must 
instead ask what the Founders thought the phrase “privileges 
or immunities of citizens of the United States” expressed, and 
then answer whether that criterion, applied to the actual facts, 
encompasses armed self-defense.

In assessing founding-era evidence, then, a sophisticated 
originalist does not simply ask how John Bingham or Jacob 
Howard or Thaddeus Stevens would resolve a particular 
controversy, but will classify some of the founders’ views 
as non-binding, partly-fact-based synthetic judgments. In 
McDonald, the Court should consider whether privileges in 
the Bill of Rights are privileges of citizens of the United States 
analytically (just by defi nition) or synthetically, in virtue of some 
other property of those rights (because they are natural rights, 
or because they are deeply rooted in the American tradition 
of civil liberty today, or because they were deeply rooted in 
the American tradition of civil liberty in 1868).11 Answering 
the analytic-versus-synthetic-incorporation question is critical 
if we are to fi nd out exactly what a resurrected Privileges or 
Immunities Clause would look like.

II. Why “Privileges or Immunities” is Not the Puzzle

At fi rst glance, we might think that the key words of the 
Privileges or Immunities Clause are “privileges or immunities.” 
However, a great amount of material, even from people who 
disagree sharply over the meaning of the clause, takes them to 
refer generally to rights. Consider, for instance, the February 
1872 dispute between Senators Allen Th urman and John 
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Sherman, the Democratic and Republican Senators from Ohio. 
Th urman argued against the constitutionality of what became 
the Civil Rights Act of 1875 by taking the incorporation-only 
view later championed by Justice Hugo Black, while Sherman, 
prefi guring Justice Goldberg’s concurrence in Griswold, argued 
that the Ninth Amendment’s intimation of important civil 
rights outside the Bill of Rights suggested that common-law 
or traditional rights, like the right to attend school or ride on 
common carriers, were also included.12 But both Th urman 
and Sherman equated “privileges or immunities” with rights.  
Sherman referred to “privileges, immunities, and rights . . . I 
do not distinguish between them, and cannot do it,”13 while 
Th urman said, “Every right, every privilege, every immunity 
that belongs to a man as a citizen of the United States is found in 
the Constitution.”14 Th eir dispute was not over the meaning of 
“privileges or immunities,” but over the relationship that a right 
must bear to “citizens of the United States” to count—which 
is to say, over the meaning of “of.”15

III. Some Key Evidence of Original Meaning

Before considering the various readings of “of” in the 
Privileges or Immunities Clause, I will set out four historical 
data points.

Corfield. First, many founders—most prominently, 
Senator Jacob Howard introducing the Fourteenth Amendment 
to the Senate in May 1866, and John Bingham, explaining the 
Amendment on behalf of the House Judiciary Committee in 
January 1871, use Corfi eld v. Coryell to explain the privileges of 
citizens of the United States.16 Corfi eld, of course, was an 1823 
trial-court opinion by Justice Bushrod Washington, explaining 
why the right to fi sh for oysters was not among the “privileges 
and immunities of citizens in the several states” protected by 
Article IV, section 2. Washington wrote:

Th e inquiry is, what are the privileges and immunities 
of citizens in the several states? We feel no hesitation 
in confi ning these expressions to those privileges and 
immunities which are, in their nature, fundamental; which 
belong, of right, to the citizens of all free governments; and 
which have, at all times, been enjoyed by the citizens of the 
several states which compose this Union, from the time of 
their becoming free, independent, and sovereign.17

Th is language is itself not perfectly clear. Th e fi rst phrase 
(“which are, in their nature, fundamental”) leaves open what 
exactly makes a right fundamental: is the inquiry moral or 
historical? Th e second (“which belong, of right, to the citizens 
of all free governments”) suggests natural rights, while the 
third (“which have, at all times, been enjoyed by the citizens 
of the several states which compose this Union, from the time 
of their becoming free, independent, and sovereign”) suggests 
an analysis of tradition and custom.18  

In interpreting Corfield and its use by Fourteenth 
Amendment founders, we do well to keep the analytic-synthetic 
distinction in mind. Th ere are three ways to reconcile the 
dual reference to history and to natural rights. First, we could 
take the “and” very seriously—a right only counts if it is both 
among those which “belong, of right, to the citizens of all free 
governments” and among those which “have, at all times, been 

enjoyed by the citizens of the several states.” We might, however, 
impute to Washington the view that these two concepts pick 
out the same set of rights—that the American tradition protects 
natural rights. If such an imputation is plausible, we can then 
read Washington as making one analytic judgment and one 
synthetic judgment. We can read him as saying that “privileges 
and immunities of citizens in the several states” means “privileges 
belonging of right to citizens of free governments” (the analytic 
judgment), and that “privileges and immunities of citizens in 
the several states” designates, in point of fact, “privileges that have 
traditionally been enjoyed by citizens of the several states” (the 
synthetic judgment). Alternatively, we can read him as saying 
that “privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states” 
means “privileges that have traditionally been enjoyed by citizens 
of the several states” (the analytic judgment), and that “privileges 
and immunities of citizens in the several states” designates, in 
point of fact, “privileges belonging of right to citizens of free 
governments” (the synthetic judgment).

Incorporation. Second, both Howard (in the same May 
1866 speech) and Bingham (in a speech in March 1871) refer 
to the Bill of Rights as a paradigm of privileges of citizens of the 
United States. Howard, after quoting Corfi eld, said, “To these 
privileges and immunities, whatever they may be—for they 
are not and cannot be fully defi ned in their entire extent and 
precise nature—to these should be added the personal rights 
guarantied and secured by the fi rst eight amendments of the 
Constitution.”19 Bingham said in the debates leading to the 
Civil Rights Act of 1871 that “the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of the United States . . . are chiefl y defi ned in the fi rst 
eight amendments to the Constitution of the United States,” 
which he then read.20

Antidiscrimination. Third, the Civil Rights Act of 
1866, which Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment was 
intended to constitutionalize to some extent,21 guaranteed racial 
equality in land-ownership rights for citizens, but aliens were 
uncontroversially (at the time) denied equal land-ownership 
rights on racial grounds, even though the Equal Protection 
Clause applied to aliens as well.22 Th is evidence suggests an 
antidiscrimination, equal-citizenship interpretation of the 
Privileges or Immunities Clause, leaving the Equal Protection 
Clause as a guarantee of “protection of the laws,” i.e., 
government’s remedial and enforcement functions.23  

Lack of Moral Theory by Interpreters. Fourth, the 
debates leading to the Civil Rights Act of 1875 do not feature 
moral theorizing as a means of explaining the exact content 
of the Privileges or Immunities Clause, but instead involve 
a careful examination of the common law. Charles Sumner’s 
proposal aimed to ensure, not equality with respect to natural 
rights, but only “equal enjoyment of all institutions, privileges, 
advantages, and conveniences created or regulated by law.”24 
Senator John Sherman said, “Th e great fountain head, the great 
reservoir of the rights of the American citizen is in the common 
law.”25 Sherman thought the proper sources for investigating 
the privileges of citizens were very broad, but they were all 
historical—“every scrap of American history”—not natural-
rights theory as such.26 Th e fact that advocates of a broad reading 
of the Fourteenth Amendment did not use moral theory as an 
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interpretive tool strongly suggests that they did not think the 
Fourteenth Amendment protected natural rights as such.

IV. “Of”: Six Possible Basic Meanings

So, what relationship does a right need to bear to “citizens 
of the United States” to be protected under the Privileges or 
Immunities Clause? I will isolate six basic readings of “of” before 
considering combinations.

Basic Option (A): “Possessed in virtue of the Union by.” 
Th is is the Slaughterhouse theory—privileges “which owe their 
existence to the Federal government, its National character, its 
Constitution, or its laws.”27 In Cruikshank, the Court noted 
that general rights of armed self-defense did not count under 
this test, because the right not to be disarmed by the federal 
government, which the Second Amendment protected, was 
distinct from a right not to be disarmed by states, which did not 
depend on citizens’ relationship to the federal government.28 
Th e oft-noted fatal fl aw with this theory is that it renders the 
Privileges or Immunities Clause largely or entirely superfl uous; 
rights that really exist in virtue of the existence of the federal 
government or its national character were already binding 
on the states by Article VI. Slaughterhouse lists the right to 
visit the capital protected before the Fourteenth Amendment 
by Crandall v. Nevada,29 the right to federal protection on 
the high seas, and dormant-commerce-clause-style rights to 
use navigable waterways.30 Even if there are some such non-
superfl uous rights—the right against new-residency welfare-
benefi ts discrimination in Saenz v. Roe31 might count—they 
are utterly unlike any historic explanation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment by its proponents.

Basic Option (B): “Possessed under the Constitution 
against the federal government by.” Th is is analytic incorporation. 
As noted above, Senator Th urman adopted it as an exclusive 
reading in 1872, as did Justice Hugo Black in his Adamson and 
Griswold dissents and Duncan concurrence.32

Basic Option (C): “Generally possessed under state 
constitutions, statutes, and common law by.” As noted above, 
Senator Sherman criticized Senator Th urman by urging that the 
common law, not just the federal constitution, is the great source 
of the privileges of citizens of the United States; the Privilege or 
Immunities Clause protects the “common privileges of every 
English subject and American citizen, however humble he may 
be.”33 Sherman, however, thought that the Bill of Rights was an 
important expression of common-law liberties.34 Further, the 
earliest prominent arguments for incorporation of the Bill of 
Rights rely on a common-law defi nition as primary, seeing the 
Bill of Rights as an application of such a standard. J. Randolph 
Tucker’s 1887 argument in Spies v. Illinois argued that the rights 
in the Bill of Rights were incorporated against states because 
they were common law rights: 

Th ough originally the fi rst ten Amendments were adopted 
as limitations on Federal power, yet in so far as they secure 
and recognize fundamental rights—common law rights—of 
the man, they make them privileges or immunities of the 
man as citizen of the United States, and cannot now be 
abridged by a State under the Fourteenth Amendment . 
. . . [A]ll the declared privileges and immunities in these 

ten Amendments of a fundamental nature and of common 
law right, not in terms applicable to Federal authority only, 
are privileges and immunities of citizens of the United 
States, which the Fourteenth Amendment forbids every 
State to abridge.35

Basic Option (D): “Generally possessed in 1868 under 
state constitutions, statutes, and common law by.” This 
variation on option (C) would freeze the privileges of citizens of 
the United States in 1868 amber. Earl Maltz, Steven Calabresi 
and Sarah Agudo each suggest such a view,36 and Slaughterhouse 
suggested that it was the main alternative to (A).37

Basic Option (E): “Possessed as a matter of natural 
right by.” A natural-rights “moral reading”38 of the Privileges 
Fourteenth Amendment could build on the natural-rights 
parts of Corfi eld and other material suggesting natural-rights 
defi nitions of the privileges of citizens. In such a case, the 
Privileges or Immunities Clause delegates to future interpreters, 
such as the judiciary, the task of assessing natural rights as such. 
Under such a reading, interpreters should cite philosophers who 
best assess our natural rights (John Locke, Immanuel Kant, John 
Rawls, or Robert Nozick, say), rather than the legal theorists 
most representative of the Anglo-American tradition (Edward 
Coke, William Blackstone, Joseph Story, or Th omas Cooley, 
say), as would be proper under a tradition-based defi nition 
like (C) or (D). Of course, a constitution might say more or 
less explicitly, “No state shall invade citizens’ natural rights,” 
even if such a provision would expand federal judicial power 
far beyond  its traditional scope.

Basic Option (F): “Possessed locally by.” Th is sort of 
interpretation makes the Privileges or Immunities Clause an 
anti-discrimination provision, allowing the Equal Protection 
Clause to be limited, as its text says, to “protection of the laws.” 
John Harrison, building on evidence such as that in my fourth 
point above, defends such a view,39 as do I in my work on the 
Equal Protection Clause.40 Th e idea is that the Privileges or 
Immunities Clause may allow states to refuse to provide certain 
privileges to any of its citizens—a law school, for instance, 
or certain recreational facilities—but once it provides such 
privileges to citizens in general, it may not make such privileges 
whites-only. As Matthew Carpenter put it, “the privileges and 
immunities of all citizens must be the same.”41

V. Disjunctive and Conjunctive Theories of “Of,” and 
the Anti-Gruesomeness Principle

To these six possibilities we must add their combinations. 
A right might count as a privilege of citizens of the United States, 
for instance, if it is either in the Bill of Rights or a natural right;42 
a right might count if it is both a natural right and customarily 
recognized. Such disjunctive or conjunctive theories are one 
way to accommodate multiple data historical points—a (B)-
or-(C)-or-(F) view that the privileges of citizens of the United 
States are (a) traditional privileges, plus (b) privileges in the Bill 
of Rights, plus (c) locally-given privileges, for instance, would 
accommodate the four main data points above (on a tradition-
as-primary reading of Corfi eld). Indeed, because none of the six 
basic options can alone accommodate all four basic historical 
data points—Corfi eld, incorporation, antidiscrimination, and 
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the absence of moral theory among early interpreters—we must 
combine them to some extent.

On the other hand, the more complicated a defi nition 
becomes, the less likely it was really expressed by the little 
word “of ” when the Fourteenth Amendment was enacted. 
Philosophers have devoted a great deal of attention to explaining 
how, exactly, we manage to use the same concepts even though 
two diff erent concepts might equally cover all of the same 
past data points. For instance, Nelson Goodman proposed 
“grue,” defi ned as “green and discovered before time t, or 
blue and discovered after time t,” and noted that, on certain 
superfi cially-plausible accounts of confi rmation, “all emeralds 
are grue” is just as well-confi rmed as “all emeralds are green.”43 
Saul Kripke discusses the “quus” function, which means the 
same as “plus,” but only for previously-encountered numbers; 
for previously-unencountered numbers, the function returns an 
answer of fi ve.44 Part of the answer to these puzzles is to point 
out the natural human tendency to eschew overly-complicated 
concepts—“gruesome gerrymanders,” as David Lewis’s pun 
puts it.45 Not just complication, but heterogeneity—a big 
diff erence between the basic nature of the diff erent disjuncts or 
conjuncts—counts heavily against an interpretation.

Which of the six basic options should make the cut? 
Only basic option (F) can accommodate the antidiscrimination 
reading of the Privileges or Immunities Clause which a duty-
to-protect-based reading of the Equal Protection Clause 
requires; while it is of course controversial, (F) has to be an 
ingredient of the proper defi nition of “of.” Basic option (A), 
of course, explains nothing. While there is some evidence of 
the natural-rights reading of (E), the absence of such a reading 
among proponents of the Civil Rights Act is telling, as well 
as the prima facie implausibility that the founders meant for 
judicial interpretations of the privileges of citizens to examine 
natural rights and moral reality, as such, to assess such privileges. 
Accordingly, one could accommodate Corfi eld evidence with 
either basic reading (C) or (D).

Two questions remain: whether to include (B), and 
whether to pick (C) or (D).

Th e inclusion of (B) may make our resulting defi nition 
too heterogeneous. Because at least the vast bulk of rights in the 
Bill of Rights would also qualify as privileges under (C) or (D), 
those readings can accommodate much of the pro-incorporation 
evidence without making incorporation analytic. Future-Justice 
Woods’s 1871 trial opinion in United States v. Hall, for instance, 
saw incorporation as the application of a Corfi eld standard.46 
Further, if we include reading (F)—local privileges—it would 
be odd for the fact that a right is in the federal bill of rights, 
protected against infringement by the federal leviathan, to be 
particularly signifi cant. (B)’s attraction is that it fi ts with the 
distinction made in Slaughterhouse between state and federal 
citizenship, reading the Privileges or Immunities Clause to 
protect only the latter. But if the clause already protects local 
minorities’ rights to things like law schools or municipal parks, 
that distinction is untenable; (F) undermines the main selling 
point of (B). Finally, Bingham’s use of Corfi eld in January 1871 
does not mention incorporation as a separate way to qualify as 
a privilege of citizens of the United States; the Corfi eld standard 

there stands alone as an account of the substantive privileges 
protected by the Privileges or Immunities Clause. I therefore 
take the Corfi eld defi nition as analytic, and incorporation as 
synthetic.

Th ere are three reasons to favor (C) over (D). First, there is 
no explicit time reference in the Privileges or Immunities Clause. 
Th e Constitution refers at one point, for instance, to states 
“now existing,”47 but does not protect only “current privileges 
or immunities of citizens of the United States.” Second, even 
Justice Scalia has understood the tradition-based requirements 
of procedural due process not to be fi xed for all time in 1791 
or 1868, but to allow emergent constitutional rights: “Nothing 
we say today prevents individual States from limiting or entirely 
abandoning the in-state service basis of jurisdiction. And 
nothing prevents an overwhelming majority of them from doing 
so, with the consequence that the ‘traditional notions of fairness’ 
that this Court applies [with Scalia’s approval] may change.”48 
Th ird, a time-bound protection for substantive rights seems too 
diff erent from the local-right antidiscrimination (F) component 
to be components of the single word “of.” Because local privileges 
protected against discrimination cannot sensibly be embedded 
in 1868 amber—a state that founded its law school in 1880 
could not make it whites-only—it would unduly awkward if 
national-tradition-based privileges were so embedded.

Th e (C)-or-(F) reading would protect rights that states 
generally give to citizens, either locally, as in (F), or nationally 
and historically, as in (C).  While disjunctive, such a reading of 
“of” in the Privileges or Immunities Clause has had adherents.49 
If followed in McDonald, such an interpretation would require 
an analysis very like the Ninth Circuit’s approach in Nordyke v. 
King.50 Incorporation would not be automatic, but, given the 
place of armed self-defense in the American tradition of civil 
liberty, it would be very likely.
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